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If You are looking for a place of relaxation, you'll find it in the Heart of the
Tarn.
In Its Vineyards and Historical villages,
you will be able to enjoy its cultural, natural and gastronomic treasures.

CHÂTEAU DE SALETTES
Lieu dit Salettes
81140 CAHUZAC-SUR-VERE
STAY| SEMINAR | WEDDING
GIFT PACKAGES …

To get more information
and for any booking,
please contact us.

0033.5.63.33.60.60
ou

salettes@chateaudesalettes.com

00.33.5.63.33.60.60
salettes@chateaudesalettes.com

Château de Salettes
An authenthic experience
in the heartlands of the Vineyards

www.chateaudesalettes.com
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Château de Salettes

In the heart of the thousand year old vineyard
of Gaillac, the Château de Salettes’s walls tower
above, in the middle of the Estate.
Containing a XIIIth and XVth century building
full of character and charm,
the Château de Salettes was the house of the
youngest branch of the Toulouse-Lautrec
family, then of the d’Hautpoul family.
Today, as property of the Le Net family,
the Abode has been renovated I
nto a charming hotel-restaurant.
The Château de Salettes has kept the authenticity and the soul of an exceptional venue.

Hôtel de Charme
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Built into the surrounding walls
and thetowers of the Château,
all the rooms grant vistas of the natural beauty.
They offer space, comfort and the serenity of the Tarn.

Rates
High Season (from june to september )
Rooms : from 145 to 240 €
Suites : from 295 € to 315 €
Low Season(in Mai and October )
rooms : from 140 to 200 €
Suites : 275 €
Breakfast : 19 €
City tax : 1,30€
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Packages from 190 €.

Une table gourmande et raffinée

The spirit of Salettes is also to be found in its
Cuisine. The cooking enhances the high quality
of local and traditional products, while at the
same time being resolutely modern.

Gastronomic Restaurant
Dinner :
- from May to October: Open from Monday to sunday
Lunch :

- from May to October : Open from Thursday to sunday

Menus : 31€, 46€, 62€
Retrouvez tous nos menus sur notre site internet :
www.chateaudesalettes.com

